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Abstract. Discovering resource descriptions and merging results obtained from 
remote search engines are two key issues in distributed information retrieval 
studies.  In uncooperative environments, query-based sampling and normalizing 
scores based merging strategies are well-known approaches to solve such 
problems. However, such approaches only consider the content of the remote 
database and do not consider the retrieval performance. In this paper, we 
address the problem that in peer to peer information systems and argue that the 
performance of search engine should also be considered. We also proposed a 
collection profiling strategy which can discover not only collection content but 
also retrieval performance. Web-based query classification and two collection 
fusion approaches based on the collection profiling are also introduced in this 
paper. Our experiments show that our merging strategies are effective in 
merging results on uncooperative environment.  
Key words: distributed information retrieval, peer to peer, collection fusion, 
collection profiling 
1. Introduction 
As internet bandwidth become wider and wider and the network cost is continuing 
decrease, people are willing to share their own data collection with others over the 
internet. As a consequence peer to peer (P2P) systems become an important part of 
the cyber world. Since personal computers become more and more powerful and disk 
space is getting larger and cheaper, personal collection of data becomes larger and 
larger. Searching information in those large independent distributed collections can be 
treated as distributed information retrieval. According to the relationship between 
peers, distributed information retrieval systems can be divided into cooperative 
systems and uncooperative systems. Under cooperative environment, various 
information such as resource description, centralized index and collection statistics, 
etc., is hold in a central place. Clients can use such information to help their search. 
Under uncooperative environment, each client is independent and knows nothing 
about others. Clients can answer queries and return documents, but they do not 
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provide other information such as collection statistics, collection description or 
retrieval model.   
Collection fusion is one of key research area in distributed information retrieval 
systems. Collection fusion is referred to integrate the results from each individual 
distributed client. The final merged result list should include as more as relevant 
documents as possible and the relevant documents should have higher ranks. It is a 
difficult task because document scores returned by distributed collections are usually 
not comparable. In most case, collection statistics (e.g., size of the collection, inverse 
document/term frequency, etc.) are used to calculate document scores in most of the 
retrieval model such as Boolean model, probability model and vector space model. 
The use of collection statistics makes the document score quite different in different 
databases. Even the same document will have different score if it is in different 
databases. Therefore, merging results from different collections becomes a very 
complex task. 
In this paper, we present our approach on collection fusion for uncooperative 
distributed IR systems. Specifically, we introduce a collection profiling technique for 
collection fusion which does not rely on sampling remote collections. The remainder 
of this paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we investigate on current collection 
fusion techniques; we present our web-based approach in section 3. Experimental 
evaluation and results discussion are presented in section 4 and we conclude in 
section 5. 
1. Related work 
Under cooperative environment, global index is the most common technique for result 
merging. As the problem of result merging comes from the lack of collection statistic 
and the information of retrieval model, if the distributed collection can be treated as a 
logical centralized collection but documents are physically located distributed, there 
would be no merging problem. In global index architecture, usually there is a 
directory server that holds all the information of the distributed collections. Clients 
can get global collection statistics via the directory server then merge the distributed 
results together. As the document scores are calculated based on global collection 
statistics, the documents can be simply sorted by their scores. STARTS[3] is one of 
the best known protocols for the communication of peer to peer system. Clients can 
exchange their collection statistic via STARTS protocol. The global index 
architecture can achieve nearly 100% of the centralized information retrieval 
performance because a client will have all the information to calculate a document 
score as if they are in a centralized place. This architecture requires a deep 
collaboration between clients and fits well when all the clients are happy to share their 
entire collections such as libraries. However, this architecture is not practical in real 
word large scare distributed network because not all clients want to share their 
collection.   
Normalized-score merging is a solution to real word large scare distributed 
information retrieval.[7, 8] The underlying idea is instead to keep all the information 
in a global index server, peers keep some information locally. Each collection is 
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signed a rank according to their important. When merging, each document score is 
normalized by the rank of the corresponding collection, for example, increase 
document score if it comes from an import collection and decrease the document 
score if it comes from a less important collection. The collection rank can be 
calculated by collection ranking algorithms. CORI[2] and GlOSS[5] are two of the 
best known collection ranking algorithms. The collection information for collection 
ranking algorithms can be gathered by query-based sampling, user feedback or other 
training algorithms. 
In GlOSS, collections are ranked by the similarity for a query. The similarity is 
calculated by the number of documents in the collection that are relevant to the query. 
This algorithm works very fine with large collection of heterogeneous data. Gravano 
and García-Molina[4] also suggest a variation of GlOSS known as gGlOOS which is 
based on vector space model. The similarity is calculated by the vector sum of the 
relevant documents instead of the number of relevant documents. 
CORI is based on probabilistic inference network which is originally used for 
document selection. Callan [2] introduced this algorithm for collection selection. 
CORI uses document frequency (df, the number of documents containing the query 
term in a collection) and inverse collection frequency (icf, the number of collection 
not containing the query word) which is similar to term frequency (tf) and inverse 
document frequency (idf) in inference network. One of the advantages of CORI is it 
only use 0.4% the size of the original collection.  
However, the merging strategies based on CORI and GlOSS are linear combination of 
the score of database and the score of the documents. It still requires the clients use 
the same indexing and retrieval model thus the document scores can be normalized. In 
today’s p2p network environments, it is impossible to require peers to use the same 
software to manage their data. For example, in the popular BitTorrent and edonkey 
network, people use hundreds of different client softwares to share their files. It is 
reasonable to assume the trend of p2p network is to use various client softwares under 
the same communication protocol. Therefore, the document scores returned from 
peers may be based on different retrieval models. Thus the document scores cannot be 
normalized as the scores are not comparable. In some case, peers will only return an 
ordered list of documents without document score. Round-robin merging strategy is 
suggested to be use in the case that document scores are not comparable. Round-robin 
merging interleaves the results of each peer based on their original rank. It has been 
proved that the approach is simple but efficient when distributed collections have 
similar statistics and the retrieval performances are similar. However, Round-robin 
merging strategy will fail significantly when distributed collections have quite 
different collection statistics; for example, distributed collections are focus on 
different domains. 
In summary, most of the result merging approaches requires information about the 
distributed collections’ content, which is called resource descriptions. When 
processing a query, the collections will be signed ranks based on similarity between 
query and resource descriptions. In merging stage, the document score will be 
adjusted according to the collection rank. Query-based sampling by J. Callan and M. 
Connell (2001) [1]is the most famous technique to discover resource descriptions in 
uncooperative environment. It sends one-term query to distributed collections each 
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time and learns the resource descriptions according to the returned top N documents. 
As the query terms are high frequency terms e.g. stop words, the sampling process 
can be treated as randomly selected files from distributed collections. It has been 
proved that this technique can produces accurate resource descriptions.  
Voorhees et.al [9] present an merging approach based on the learning of past results 
of the past queries. Once training is complete, new queries are answered by matching 
the new query’s content to that of the training queries and using the associated models 
to compute the number of documents to retrieve from each collection. Our work is 
based on Voorhees’ work but differs in term of collection profiling and query 
clustering, which will be described in the rest of this paper in detail.  
2. Web-based collection profiling for collection fusion   
In p2p networks, peer collections are managed by various IR systems. The retrieval 
performance of different IR systems could be quite different to a certain query. The 
retrieval performance should be taken into consideration when merging the results 
from different IR systems. In order to obtain both content quality and search engine 
retrieval quality, user feedback can be used together with collection ranking 
approaches such as CORI. This paper proposes a method that obtains resource 
descriptions and retrieval performances based on users’ feedback. 
Before we describe our approach, let us review how a user performs a query to 
distributed information systems.  For the purpose of illustration, let’s suppose that 
there are three remote collections: CA, CB and CC, and users have no prior 
knowledge of the content of the collections; each collection can be treated as a “Black 
Box”. A user sends a query about art and computer science to these collections. 
Suppose that the user chooses 10 returned documents as relevant from each 
collection, if the 10 documents from CA are related to arts, the 10 documents from 
CC are related to computer sciences, and 5 each from CB are related to arts and 
computer sciences, it is reasonable to estimate that CA contains documents about arts 
but no computer sciences. CC contains documents about computer sciences but no 
arts. CB contains both computer sciences and arts. Therefore, according to query 
topics and user feedback, we could construct collection content profiles.  This simple 
example also tells us that the remote IR systems will have different retrieval 
performance on different topics. An IR system that mainly contains computer science 
documents would not have good retrieval performance on art topics. User feedback 
can provide the information about how good a remote IR system’s performance is on 
particular topics. Our idea is that the profiles of remote IR systems can be constructed 
based on user feedback. Based on the profile, the collection fusion can be improved 
by considering not only the content description but also the retrieval quality.   
2.1. Query Classification  
The internet provides huge amount of information. Some researchers have been 
studying on extracting topics classification from the internet.[6] However, their 
studies are based on western languages and their works are trying to build a complex 
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tree structure for describing the relationship about various topics. Their works are 
effectiveness in homogeneous collections however, in a p2p environment, the 
documents are usually heterogeneous. Also, there are limited resources on text 
classification for Asian languages.  
According to our investigation, many news websites classify their news into groups 
based on topics. For example, Yahoo news Taiwan (http://tw.news.yahoo.com/) 
groups their Chinese news into 12 topics.  Google news Taiwan 
(http://news.google.com/news?ned=tw) groups their news into 9 topics. Those 
websites also provide very powerful search features on news. When searching in 
Yahoo news Taiwan, a list of news that contains the query term will be returned 
together with the source of the news, the catalogue and the news summary. Google 
news Taiwan would not return catalogue information of the news but it enables the 
user to search news within a specific catalogue. Mining such information may find the 
topics that a query term is related. For example, when searching for term “雅虎” 
(Yahoo) in Yahoo news, most of the returned news are about computer science. 
Therefore, we can determine that term “雅虎” (Yahoo) has strong relationship to 
computer science but has no relationship to arts, for example. As a result, with the 
help of such news sites, we can discover the relationship between a query term and a 
topic. Such information will then help identify query topics.  For example, searching 
for “Linux” in Yahoo news Taiwan, out of 28 returned news, returns 20 news under 
topic “SCI/TECH”, 1 news under topic “world news”, 3 news under topic “financial” 
and 4 news under topic “education”. This result indicates that, the term “Linux” will 
have a chance of 72% to be in topic “SCI/TECH”, 4% to be in topic “world”, 10% to 
be in topic “financial” and 14% to be in topic “education”. By searching the term in 
all the catalogues in Google news Taiwan and calculating the number of results 
returned from each catalogues, we can also get the percentages that a term belongs to 
a particular catalogues.  
Let 1 2{ , , , }CC c c c   be a set of predefined classes, i.e., jc C is a class or 
catalogue, ),( ji cwN  be the number of news in class cj returned from querying term 
wi in a news web site. The probability that the term wi belongs to a topic class cj can 
be calculated by the following equation: 
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Let },...,,,{ ||321 WwwwwW   be a set of Chinese terms, 
 1 2, , , mQ w w w  represents a query that contains m terms. The probability that 
the Q belongs to a topic cj can be calculated by equation: 
 
   mjj wwwcPQcP 21||   (2) 
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As the calculation of the probability of each term wi belongs to a topic class cj is 
independent event, we will have: ,,,....1, CcmiWw ji   
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As a result, we can calculate the probability that a query Q belongs to a topic cj by 
using the equation above. 
 
,,....1, miWwi   the topic of a query  1 2, , , mQ w w w  is cC which is 
determined by the following equation: 
 )|(max)|( QcPQcP j
Cc j
  (4) 
2.2. Collection profiling 
For most of the existing work, collection profiles only contain resource description. 
Both collection selection and collection fusion are based on collection rank which is 
determined by the similarity of query and collection description. Our approach will 
consider both collection description and retrieval performance. In our system, a 
collection profile contains information about the contents and the performance of the 
search engine. A matrix {pi,j} is used to present the historical performance of 
collections,  pi,j represents the average retrieval performance in catalogue cj of 
collection i.  
The performance of a search engine is usually measured by precision and recall. As 
most of the users only read top N results, the precision of top N results, denoted as 
PN, is a reasonable benchmark for the search engine performance. The average PN of 
a collection can measure how well a remote search engine preformed in the pass. 
However, using absolute value cannot tell if the performance is stable. For example, 
A= {0.6, 0.4, 0.5, 0.5} and B= {0.9, 0.1, 0.2, 0.8} are two historical performance for 
two collections. Their average performances are the same, however, obviously 
collection A is much stable than collection B. These results indicate that collection B 
is sensitive to some topics. For general use, collection A is a better choice than 
collection B.  We introduce Overall Position (OP) as a measurement of the 
collections’ performance. 
Overall Position is a relativity measurement. Every time a collection returns results, it 
will be assigned a position according to its PN. For example, suppose tht we have 
totally M collections, the collection that has highest PN will be ranked 1; the one has 
second highest PN will have rank 2 etc. The collections that have no relevant 
documents will have rank M. The OPs indicate how well a collection performed 
comparing to other collections. The average position of pervious runs for collection i 
is denoted as OPi.   
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2.3. Collection fusion 
In an uncooperative p2p environment, document scores may not be available in the 
result lists or the document scores are not comparable. In this section, we will 
introduce our merging strategy in an uncooperative p2p environment. Generally, the 
retrieval process is conducted with the following steps. Firstly the user’s query Q is 
classified using equation (4) and then broadcasted to all the remote peer IR systems. 
When results are returned from peer IR systems, the results will be merged according 
to the query catalogue and collection profile. We propose a merging method called 
Sorted round robin strategy which incorporates collection profile into the standard 
round robin method to enhance the quality of result merging. 
 
The basic idea of the round robin merging, in general, is to interleave the result list 
returned from each remote peer. Every time the top document in the list from each 
peer will be popped up and inserted into the final result list. The order of the peers to 
be visited is usually the order of the peer collection id. It is obvious that the basic 
round robin approach does not consider the performance of remote peers. In the worst 
case, the results from the worst peer will be popped up first and the results from the 
best peer will be popped up last. Therefore, the irrelevant documents will appear on 
the top of the merged result list. As a result, the distributed retrieval performance will 
be harmed significantly in the worst case. Further more, remote systems will have 
different retrieval performances on difference topics, as we described in previous 
sections. However, traditional round robin always sorts the results from remote 
systems in same order. Therefore, even the order of the remote systems have been 
optimized, the performance of the merged result cannot be guarantee.  
 
For the above reasons, we proposed a modified round robin approach called sorted 
round robin margining strategy. Instead of using fixed order of remote system to 
merge results, we dynamic change the order of remote system based on query classes 
and pervious performance. In other words, the order of the visiting is determined 
based on the matrix {pi,j}. The merging strategy can be described as following steps: 
1. Determine query class cj using equation 4.  
2. Sort Collections by {pi,j}. 
3. Using round robin strategy to merge results, based on the collection order 
generated in step 2. 
4. Repeat steps 1-3 for all input queries. 
By using such merging strategy, we always ensure the order of the merge order be 
optimized no matter what type of query we are using. The more important collection 
will always be visited first and the quality of merged results can always be guarantee. 
 
We also propose another merging strategy called Sorted Rank. The idea of round 
robin merging is one-by-one merging strategy. This strategy means if we have n 
remote systems, the second document in the most important system will be in the n+1 
position in the merged result list. However, from our intuition, the more important 
system should have more documents in the top of the merged result list than the less 
important one. The simplest way to calculate a document score is to make the score 
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linear to the collection rank (OP) and original rank in the remote system. Therefore, 
the designed the document score calculated by the following equation: 
jiijiji prcicScorercrscore ,*),(*),(                               (5) 
Where ri is the document rank, i is collection that returns the document, cj is the 
catalogue that the query belongs to and pi,j is the historical performance of collection i 
in collection j. Then the documents will be sorted by the calculated scores.   
 
3. Evaluation  
3.1. Test set 
We conducted the experiments with 30 databases from NTCIR6 CLIR track 
document collections (http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/ntcir-ws6/). The documents in the 
collection are news articles published on United Daily News(udn), United 
Express(ude), MingHseng News(mhn), and Economic Daily News(edn) in 2000-2001, 
all together 901,446 articles. The articles are evenly separated into 30 databases 
which makes each database has around 30048 documents. In order to make the 
databases cover different topics, according to relevance judgments, relevant 
documents on different topics are manually put into different databases. 50 queries 
from NTCIR5 CLIR task are used as training set. That is, the collection profiles were 
created based on those 50 queries. P20 were used in profiling. 50 queries from 
NTCIR6 CLIR task are used in evaluation.   
3.2. Retrieval system  
The documents were indexed using a character-based inverted file index. In the 
inverted file, the indexer records each Chinese character, its position in the document, 
and the document ID. Chinese phrase is determined by each Chinese character 
position and document ID. A character sequence will be considered as a phrase in the 
document only when character positions are consecutive and have the same document 
ID.  The English word and numbers in the document are also being recorded in the 
inverted file. The retrieval model that is used in the system is a Boolean model with 
tf-idf weighting schema. All retrieval results are initial search results without query 
expansion.  
3.3. Experiment design 
Several runs were conducted in the experiments which are defined as follows: 
 Centralize: all documents are located in a central database.  
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 Round robin (RR): results are merged using the standard round robin method. The 
order of visiting result lists is the order of collection id. 
 Sorted round robin (SRR): results are merged using sorted round robin method 
described in section 3.3. The order of visiting result lists is the order of 
corresponding collection rank (OP). 
 Sorted rank (SR): results are merged using sorted rank method described in section 
3.3. Document scores are calculated by equation 6 and ascending sorted.   
4. Results and Discussion  
Table 1. Average Precision 
 RR SRR SR Central  
P5 0.1400 0.2323 0.2720 0.4360 
P10 0.1680 0.2080 0.2340 0.4040 
P15 0.1640 0.1987 0.2170 0.3787 
P20 0.1560 0.1880 0.2000 0.3500 
P30 0.1587 0.1580 0.1900 0.3167 
All 0.0896 0.1029 0.1230 0.2202 
% of central 
(all) 
40.7 46.7 55.9 - 
 
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Central
SR
SRR
RR
 
Fig. 1.  P-R curves of 4 runs. 
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The average precision in table 1 show that SR is the most effective way of merging 
distributed results while the standard round robin method produced the lowest 
precision. If we use the centralized system’s precision as the baseline, the precision 
produced by SR is 9.2% higher than SRR’s and 15.2% higher than RR’s, and the 
precision of SSR approach is about 6% higher than RR’s. As the only difference 
between SRR and RR is the order of the collections to be visited, it is easy to 
conclude that sorting the returned results according to the importance of the 
collections can improve the precision. If we only at P5 and P10, SRR is 21% better 
than RR at P5 and about 9.1% better than RR at P10. The P-R curves clearly indicate 
that the precision of SRR is much higher than RR at the top of result list. The 
performance gain of SRR is mostly come from high precision up to P20.  
SR has 9.2% improvement than SRR. This is because the SRR method sorts the 
collections simply according to their importance. The results from distributed 
collections are still evenly distributed in the merged result list. In SR, the more 
important the collection is the more documents from the collection will appear in the 
top of the merged result list. For example, if collection A has OP 5 and collection B 
has OP 20. According to equation (5), the first 3 documents from A will have higher 
rank than the first document in B. P-R curves clearly show that SR is much better than 
SRR in extracting relevant documents in the middle of the result list. Table 1 also 
shows the same result. At P10 and P15, SR is only about 5% better than SRR but 
from P20, SR is about 10% better than SRR. 
Although centralized collection produces the highest precision, SRR and SR still 
provide reasonable better performance than the standard round robin method.   
 
5. Conclusion  
In this paper, we proposed and evaluated our approach on result merging that can be 
applied to uncooperative distributed information environments such as p2p systems. 
A Web based query classification method is also introduced in this paper. Learning 
user behaviors and using query classification can create collection profiles which 
contain not only collection content but also performance of remote information 
retrieval systems. Using the information in the profile can help merging results. Our 
experiments proved that our proposed SRR and SR approaches can provide much 
better results than the standard round robin method.   
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